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What is CRISPR-Cas9 and how likely is it to play a long term role in the 

future of medicine? 
 

CRISPR-Cas9 is a genome editing tool that facilitates the alteration of genomes through means of 

insertion, deletion, or substitution of genes. It is significant to medicine as it offers a long term solution 

for genetic disease, as a permanent treatment, compared to current methods which only focus on 

alleviating symptoms.  

The two parts to the abbreviation ‘CRISPR-Cas9’ provide some explanation of its structure. The first, 

Clustered Regularly Interspaced Palindromic Repeats (CRISPR) describes the arrangement of DNA in 

the system. It comprises of short identical segments of DNA, which are palindromic in nature. These 

segments are regularly interspaced are intervened by sequences of DNA called spacer DNA. The 

second, Cas9, refers to the Cas9 gene flanking the CRISPR loci. 

Though it is used as a genome editing tool, currently, CRISPR-Cas9 originated and was first observed 

in the bacterial species Streptococcus Pyogenes (S.Pyogenes). It was used in them as an adaptive 

immune system against viruses-a pathogenic species to bacteria.  

As we know, during viral infection, viruses’ genetic material is inserted and integrated into the host cell 

DNA. In this way, the host cell’s transcription and translation mechanisms can be exploited to produce 

new viruses, which ultimately result in cell death. To prevent this, bacterial species like S. Pyogenes 

evolved to possess their ‘adaptive immune system’. 

The spacer DNA are essentially records of bacteriophage genes that have been inserted into the host 

cell, in previous infections. Upon reinfection of a specific virus, the injected genes are matched with 

spacer DNA, which enables identification of the pathogenic species.  Thus, a series of events leading 

to the destruction of the virus occurs. Indeed, in a way, the function of spacer DNA, in this regard, is 

similar to that of memory cells within the human body. Firstly, the genes flanking the CRISPR-loci are 

transcribed and translated to form a protein complex; in S.Pyogenes, this is the cas9 gene, which results 

in production of a cas9 protein complex.  The regions of DNA where spacer sequences are found are 

transcribed to form CRISPR RNA (crRNA), which bind to the protein complex and provide a marker 

for securing viral genetic material. At the same time tracrRNA is also transcribed, which is used to hold 

crRNA in place when they both become embedded in the cas9 protein complex. This protein complex 

contains helicase and nuclease enzymes that facilitate the breakdown of viral genetic material, resulting 

in destruction and eradication of the invading virus; consequently viral reinfection is prevented within 

the bacteria. 

CrRNA can be engineered to target disease causing genes; once these genes are identified within the 

genomes of host cells, a double stranded break can be induced in them via the cas9 protein complex, 

consequently inactivating the gene. Thus, expression of the gene is supressed, deeming the genetic 

disorder ultimately ‘treated’. Several experimental investigations using CRISPR-Cas9 have been 

conducted in order to demonstrate possible treatment of genetic disorders in the future. 

One such investigation was conducted in the US at the Oregon Health and Science University where 

CRISPR-Cas9 was used to eliminate hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (HCM) in human embryos; though 

production of human embryos is otherwise band, this investigation was endorsed due to the high 



incidence of the disease-1 in 500 adults are affected- as well as its tendency to result in sudden death of 

otherwise healthy individuals, due to inadequate current treatment. The impacts of this disease are due 

to the thickening of the heart muscle which makes it significantly more difficult for the heart to pump 

blood to cells, which require a supply of nutrients to carry out regular function. As HCM is an autosomal 

dominant condition, CRISPR-Cas9 was used to inactivate disease-causing genes in heterozygotic sperm 

cells, after which they were used to produce 58 edited embryos. Of these, 43 were successfully edited, 

and so, the investigation was a success.  

In the 15 unsuccessfully edited embryos, however, off-target mutations were induced. Though the 

impacts of such mutations could be harmless when resulting in the production of a non-functional 

protein, there is also a likelihood of eliciting cancer, which is partly why use in medicine has not been 

endorsed yet. 

CRISPR-Cas9 was also used in an investigation conducted in mice, in 2018, to treat familial 

hypercholesterolemia-a genetic condition in which patients have an abnormally high amount of 

cholesterol in their blood, which is hazardous because of the risk it poses for having conditions like 

coronary heart disease. In the investigation, CRISPR-Cas9 was used to induce mutations in 

Angiopoietin-Like 3 genes (ANGPT L3). The mutated ANGPT L3 gene results in a loss of the original 

function of inhibiting the breakdown of lipids. Thus, it promotes a decrease in cholesterol (a type of 

lipid) levels. Two weeks following the experiment, a 51% decrease in cholesterol was observed in these 

mice.  

Though this treatment is beneficial, in that it can reduce an individual’s chances of developing 

conditions like coronary heart disease, it also simultaneously increases their cardiovascular strength. In 

athletes who naturally possess high basal levels of strength, such treatments could essentially adopt the 

role of performance enhancers, as increased cardiovascular strength improves stamina, especially in 

endurance types of sports like sprinting. This raises questions of fairness and competitive advantages 

in sports, and thus, the use of CRISPR-Cas9 in this way could become problematic. 

Though experimental investigations have been focused on altering genes with an aim of preventing 

genetic disorders, the use of CRISPR-Cas9 can also be used to select desired characteristics in offspring, 

such as specific hair or eye colours—an idea known as ‘designer babies’. Though such use of the 

genome editing tool satisfies the desires and wants of parents regarding the physical appearance of their 

offspring, I believe that this would drive society towards a disastrous state where one is judged far more, 

than is currently done, based on their physical appearance.  

Overall, I believe, that CRISPR-Cas9’s is likely to play a long term role in the future of medicine as it 

offers a far more permanent treatment in treating genetic disease than current treatments that only 

alleviate symptoms of disease, and in doing so, it has the potential to drastically improve the quality of 

life of patients. However, I believe its use in normal medical practice may take many years, as its ability 

to induce off target mutations currently, greatly hinders the safety of its usage in humans. Further, when 

used in medicine, there would need to be strict laws that regulate its usage and prevent it being used 

unlawfully or for non-medical purposes, such as in producing designer babies or as a performance 

enhancer.  

 


